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Chapter One

“In this vision, Downtown
Durham is a quality of life
asset for the entire community,
bringing unique social spaces,
recreation, excitement, history,
social opportunities, and
cultural resources to all Durham
residents.”
Downtown Durham
Master Plan, page 55

INTRODUCTION

If architecture can make a city grand, then open spaces make it
livable. In a city’s downtown, open spaces such as parks, plazas,
squares, and even sidewalks can function as outdoor offices or
impromptu playgrounds, creating unique microclimates. Because
downtowns are typically the most intensely built part of a city, they
need open spaces providing relief from the built environment,
opportunities for play, and venues for public gatherings.
Because of its industrial legacy as a railroad and tobacco town,
Durham’s Downtown did not develop around a planned network of
open spaces. Furthermore, the Downtown lacks a central natural
feature such as a riverfront, around which to organize community
trails and parks. Despite these challenges, Durham is experiencing
a resurgence of activity in its Downtown, and the public is voicing
a strong desire to create and preserve open space in the heart of
the City.
This open space plan builds on the Downtown Durham Master
Plan, which seeks to create a dense, mixed-use district that is the
center of Durham in all respects, including business, housing,
retail, tourism, and government. Crucial to that vision is an
interconnected network of high-quality open spaces that support
sustainability, economic competitiveness, and livability. In a city’s
downtown, every open space provides environmental, meeting,
or recreational opportunities.

A. Goals and Objectives
The purpose of this Plan is to assess the current inventory of
open spaces in Downtown, identify locations for new public
open space, recommend improvement of existing spaces and the
network of connections between them, and propose policy and
ordinance changes to secure a mix of public and private open
spaces as development occurs in the future. With this in mind, the
Durham City-County Planning Department engaged community
stakeholders in a process to identify a vision for Downtown’s
open spaces. That process, detailed in Chapter 2, resulted in the
establishment of the following goal:
To create an interconnected network of high-quality
open spaces that promotes sustainability, placemaking,
and livability, featuring:

“Recreation opportunities are an
important amenity, particularly
for residents, who look for open
space, recreation trails, and
other amenities to complement
their choice for a high-density
lifestyle.... Downtown planners
therefore need to seek out new
opportunities for open/green
space to replace that which may
be lost, as well as to complement
the overal aesthetic and appeal
of Downtown.”
Downtown Durham
Master Plan Update,
page 32

ZZ A variety of open spaces promoting natural and civic
engagement;
ZZ Diverse and dynamic opportunities for outdoor social,
civic, and recreational activities;
ZZ Linked corridors and streetscapes that connect urban
neighborhoods to Downtown; and
ZZ Landscape design that promotes safety, serves
environmental functions, and complements the urban
fabric.
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B. Support for this Plan
This Plan is intended to work in tandem with
several planning efforts and initiatives to improve
and revitalize Downtown:
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The City of Durham’s Strategic Plan, updated
in 2013, is used by all areas of City government
as a guide for directing work programs and fiscal
expenditures. Goal 3 of the City’s Strategic Plan is
to promote “Thriving and Livable Neighborhoods”
by strengthening the foundation, enhancing the
value, and improving the quality and sustainability
of neighborhoods. The Downtown Open Space
Plan advances these efforts by identifying new
locations for public open space, recommending
improvement of existing spaces, and proposing
policy and ordinance changes to secure a mix of
public and private open spaces as part of future
development.
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Downtown Zoning Update. In a move toward
implementation of the Downtown Durham Master
Plan, the City and County adopted the Downtown
Zoning Update in 2009. The Downtown Zoning
Update established the current boundary for the
Downtown Tier (Figure 1) and amended the Unified
Development Ordinance to create a form-based
Design District specific to Downtown. This regulatory
framework focuses on urban design principles that
enhance the private and public realms rather than
on land uses and development intensity.
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Downtown Master Plan Update, 2007. With
change came renewed energy to promote continued
development, particularly to attract residents to the
Downtown core. In 2007 an updated Downtown
Durham Master Plan called for “a strategy of
intentional open space, redeveloping key properties
where informal open space exists, while organizing
new open space throughout Downtown in a
manner that complements pedestrian movement
and provides an amenity to downtown workers,
residents, and businesses.”

2. Durham Open Space and Tra i l s
Comittee Resolution
Although the development of open space
remained outside the scope of the Downtown
Master Plan and Zoning Update, stakeholders
recognized it as a key component for creating a
vibrant Downtown in which people live, work, and
play. One such stakeholder group, the Durham
Open Space and Trails Commission (DOST),
championed the idea of an urban open space
planning effort in a 2006 resolution that stated:
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Downtown Durham Master Plan, 2000. After
decades of the City’s slow decline, the City Council
adopted the Downtown Durham Master Plan in 2000.
The Plan addressed specific development-related
issues such as infrastructure, but more broadly set
the goal of making Downtown a desirable place to
live, work, and play. Since then, a boom in both civic
investment and private development has reshaped
and invigorated Downtown and its street life.
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Figure 1. Downtown Tier Planning Boundaries. These boundaries were established through the 2009 Downtown Zoning
Update, with subsequent minor adjustments.
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Chapter Two

PLANNING PROCESS
The Downtown Open Space planning process occurred over
a two-year period beginning in early 2011. During the planning
process, planning staff collected data, conducted field work,
researched best practices, and held numerous meetings with
stakeholders. This chapter details the various methods and
results of community outreach. It also provides a framework
for the inventory and assessment of open spaces, and analyzes
issues and opportunities that will be addressed through the Plan’s
recommendations.

A. Community Engagement
Extensive community engagement informed the direction of
the Plan and the goals for Downtown open space. Methods of
engagement included surveys, charettes, informational meetings,
presentations to citizen advisory boards, videos and presentations
posted online, and a planned booth at the Durham Farmer’s
Market. The following is a summary of this effort.

1 . M a rc h 2 0 1 1 Wor ksh op Su m m a r y
Participants in the first public workshop explored the nature of
open space by focusing on the qualities and characteristics that
help create successful outdoor spaces in a downtown setting.
Feedback from group discussion questions and survey responses
yielded information instrumental in setting the goals and direction
for this Plan. Key points garnered from this workshop include:
ZZ Downtown open spaces should serve many purposes
and accommodate a wide variety of activities;
ZZ Downtown open spaces should allow for day and
nighttime use, both during the week and on weekends;
ZZ Both passive and active recreational opportunities
should exist throughout Downtown, although each open
space need not provide both functions;
ZZ Downtown open spaces would benefit from being part
of a connected, walkable network that encourages
pedestrian activity;
ZZ Successful open spaces should be publicly accessible to
all, although the ownership and management of these
spaces may be private; and
ZZ Privately owned open space, although limited in access,
is still an important element of Downtown that provides
visual relief for all and physical benefits to a select group.
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2. J u n e 2 0 1 1 Wor ksh o p S u mma r y

3. September 2011 Workshop Su m m a r y

At the second public workshop, stakeholders
developed guiding principles for the location of open
spaces, and worked in groups to map conceptual plans
for new parks, plazas, and pedestrian corridors. Ideas
showcased by each group are highlighted below. Figure
2 shows an overlay of several groups’ conceptual plans.
Some patterns and important corridors emerged and
helped to form the basis for the proposed Downtown
Open Space Master Plan.

The third public meeting explored the design potential
of specific sites. Prior to the workshop, volunteers
visited open spaces and took note of uses, activities,
amenities, and other design features. At the workshop,
groups were given sites to conceptually design. Common
features incorporated into the proposals included public
art, water elements, and stormwater ponds. Some
groups included adjacent building footprints to help
define the scale and sense of enclosure of the space.
This activity provided a wealth of information to guide
the conceptual site designs recommended in this Plan.

Summary of Participants’ Ideas
Create connections:
ZZ Create connections between open spaces
through greener streets;
ZZ Create a linear open space system;
ZZ Create connections to transportation systems;
ZZ Create pedestrian-friendly walking zones, and
connect them;
ZZ Improve the streets with trees, paving, and
street furniture, and make them more pleasant
to walk;
ZZ Create open space gateways to Brightleaf
Square, Durham Performing Arts Center, and
Downtown; and
ZZ Connect to the Ellerbe Creek Trail.
Create and improve spaces:
ZZ Create multipurposed spaces;
ZZ Make an American Tobacco Trail gateway, and
improve the trailhead;
ZZ Emphasize greenway connections;
ZZ Include greenspace in large developments;
ZZ Maintain visual connection to other open
spaces, and distribute open spaces throughout
the City;
ZZ Improve the public space at City Hall;
ZZ Place near cultural areas, recreation, and food;
and
ZZ Create places that showcase interesting views
into town.

4. May 2013 Workshop Summar y
Draft conceptual designs and policy and
implementation recommendations were presented at
an open house, which members of the public attended.
Staff collected comments and engaged in one-on-one
conversations to receive feedback.
5. Citizen Advisor y Boards
Throughout the planning process, Staff briefed the
Durham Open Space and Trails Commission (DOST)
of progress at key milestones; the recommendations
have incorporated this feedback where appropriate.
In addition to DOST, Plan recommendations were
discussed with the chairs of the Historic Preservation
Commission, the Environmental Affairs Board, the
Planning Commission, the Public Art Committee, and
the Durham City-County Appearance Commission prior
to the Durham City Council’s consideration.

Sample of June 2011
Public Workshop

Important views
Open space nodes
Open space areas
Important ped
connection

Figure 2. Public Workshop Results. A sample of overlapping the results from two groups compiled at the second public workshop.

6. City and County Departm ent s

7 . Un i ve rsi t i e s

City departments including General Services,
Transportation, Parks and Recreation, Public Works, and
the Office of Economic and Workforce Development
were consulted during the plan-making process. In
addition, each of these departments had the opportunity
to review and comment on the draft.

The local universities are major population and
employment centers and often have their own master
plans that address open space. Staff presented
recommendations related to this Plan to North Carolina
Central University and Duke University architects as well
as to landscape architects to ensure compatibility and
coordination.
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B. Inventory and Analysis

Public Open Space Examples

Semipublic Open Space Examples

Private Open Space Examples

Downtown Durham is home to an assortment of existing
open spaces, ranging from large plazas to impromptu
pocket parks created by building demolitions. Because
there is no singular way to characterize open spaces, this
inventory and analysis focuses on three main attributes:
public access, character, and function.
1. O p e n S p a ce A c c ess
a . O p e n S p a ce A c c ess Invento r y
The map of existing open spaces (on page 6) reveals a
range of open spaces in Downtown that can be divided
into categories of ownership and access.

1. Durham Central Park

1. Brightleaf Square

1. Courtyard in West Village

2. Civic Center Plaza

2. Diamond View Plaza

2. Trinity Methodist Church Courtyard

3. CCB Plaza

3. American Tobacco Campus

3. Courtyard on Morgan Street

Public Open Space: Open space that is publicly
owned or dedicated and accessible to the general
public. Examples include Durham Central Park, CCB
Plaza, Civic Center Plaza, Rotary Park, Durham Centre
Plaza, and Oakwood Park. In some places, open space is
accessible to the public but primarily associated with a
civic building. For example, areas in front of the Durham
County jail may provide an important waiting space but
might not be useful for other functions.
Semipublic Open Space: Open space that is privately
owned and managed but open and accessible to the
general public at the property owner’s discretion.
Semipublic open space can be found in the American
Tobacco Campus and at Brightleaf Square, Diamond
View, and the Durham Performing Arts Center.
Private Open Space: Open space that is privately
owned and managed, with access limited to a select
user group. The gated courtyards of West Village are an
example, as are green roofs or the private plots in an
urban garden. While an important aspect of Downtown,
private open spaces are not a central focus of this Plan.
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b. O p e n S p a ce Ac c ess A n a lysis
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ZZ Some of the most frequently used
spaces are privately owned yet
accessible to the public; these are
termed semipublic open spaces.
Such spaces include the American
Tobacco Campus, Diamond View,
and Brightleaf Square. Semipublic
open spaces, although somewhat
limited in access, are still an
important element of Downtown,
providing visual relief for all and
physical benefits to a select group.
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ZZ Many public open spaces were
formed when a building was
demolished or a roadway realigned.
For example, CCB plaza was the
former site of the Washington
Duke Hotel, and Rotary Park was
created when the Downtown
Loop was built. As a result, open
space is not evenly distributed or
connected throughout Downtown.
ZZ The responsibility of maintaining
open space at public buildings
is divided across agencies. Such
spaces include Civic Center Plaza,
the Durham County Library,
the Durham Arts Council, the
Durham County Justice Center,
the Durham Police Headquarters,
Durham Station, and the Durham
Performing Arts Center.
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ZZ Downtown has a few traditional
public parks that are programmed
and maintained by the Parks and
Recreation Department. These
public open spaces and greenways
include Oakwood Park, Central
Park/Farmers’ Market, and the
American Tobacco Trail. Most of
these spaces are located within
the Downtown Loop, including
CCB Plaza, Rotary Park, Five
Points, and 102 West Main Street.
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Figure 3. Accessibility of Open Spaces. This map shows where the public has access to open space in Downtown.
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Open spaces should be distributed throughout the
downtown. A public open space can serve as a landmark
and help to provide visual relief and a sense of identity
for a downtown district. Areas shown hatched in orange
fall within 800 feet of a publicly accessible open space.
This 800’ radius would cover several blocks and represent
a reasonable walking area within a downtown district.
From this map, we can begin to draw conclusions about
distribution of public open space in the Downtown
and where it might be lacking. Figure 4 highlights the
following:
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ZZ Areas on the northern side of Downtown largely
fall within 800 feet of Durham Central Park.
ZZ Eastern portions of Downtown are primarily
residential and institutional. This area contains
open spaces associated with residential
development that are not open to the public at
large.
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ZZ Western portions of Downtown include very
few public open spaces, although many private
developments have incorporated them. Nearby
Duke University’s East Campus is an example of
a semipublic open space that is heavily used and
which is adjacent to downtown.
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2. Fi ve F u n ct i o n s o f O p en S p ac e

1. Inventory

Open spaces often serve varying and overlapping
functions. The National Mall in Washington DC, for
example, is known as one of the largest civic gathering
areas in the country, but it also acts as a space for
recreational sports, serves the environmental function
of absorbing rainwater, and enhances the visual impact
of the surrounding buildings. Recognizing how open
spaces are used, along with primary function, can help
to establish the strengths and weaknesses of the open
space network. This assessment focuses on five primary
functions of open space: civic gathering, transportation,
urban form, environmental impact mitigation, and
recreation.

vi
Ci

c Gathering

Spaces Accommodating Small/Informal
Events

Farmers Market and Central Park
Capable of hosting large events, like food truck
rodeos, festivals, and, of course, the Farmers’
Market; however, this space could be utilized for
more activities than it currently handles.

American Tobacco Campus
At the center of offices, condos, and entertainment,
the courtyard of the American Tobacco Campus is
most frequently used for outdoor dining, strolling,
work space, and a variety of small gatherings, but it
easily adapts to host large events such as outdoor
concerts and movies.

Five Points
Picnic tables, benches, and shade attract small
groups to hang out at this corner. Outdoor dining
and pedestrian traffic add interest and a sense of
safety.

CCB Plaza
Home of Major, the Bull, this space is designed as
a central location for civic events such as the “Find
Your Cool” summer concert series. Stakeholders
note design concerns and a lack of engaging land
uses as contributing to the underutilization of this
plaza.

Civic Center Plaza
Adjacent to the Carolina Theater and the Durham
Convention Center, this space is often used for
formal events, but people are also attracted to its
shade and water features.

Durham County Justice Center Streetscape
The widened sidewalks and streetscaping provide
space for hot dog vendors. People hang out in the
plaza to eat, converse, and await the bus in this
area.
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a. Civic Gathering
As the focal point of a community, a downtown should
provide opportunities for large or small, organized or
impromptu gatherings. Spaces for any event, whether
a large festival or a small picnic, are important to
serving downtown residents, workers, visitors, and the
community as a whole.

2. Analysis
ZZ Spaces designed for a singular use are often left
empty.

(e.g., dining, music, shopping), which contribute to
a sense of safety as a result of “eyes on the street.”

ZZ Most successful spaces are those that can adapt
to both formal and informal, large and small
gatherings.

ZZ Design features such as fountains, benches, and
shade are important for attracting people to use
a space.

ZZ For informal gatherings, people are attracted to
spaces with multiple activities happening nearby

ZZ The success of spaces for hosting large events
correlates with the proximity of available parking.
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b. O p e n S p a ce Ch a ra c ter
1 . C h a ra c ter Invento r y
In a downtown setting, the character of open spaces
can vary from natural greenscapes to programmed
hardscapes. Greenscapes can consist of grass lawns
and trees or of planted areas that allow water to
infiltrate. Hardscapes often consist of plazas, squares,
and streetscapes paved to accommodate heavy foot
traffic and access as required by the Americans with
Disabilities Act. An open space’s form contributes to its
functioning and programming of activities, but form is is
not the sole determinant of function. Hardscape designs
are more appropriate for civic gatherings, for example,
while greenscape designs are better equipped to
serve environmental functions; Figure 5 illustrates this
concept. Creating a system of open spaces that occupy

A vine-covered bridge over Third Fork Creek on the
American Tobacco Trail

various positions along the continuum can help to
ensure that the entire system accommodates the many
different types of need for open space in Downtown.
2. Character Analysis
While some existing spaces in Downtown occupy the
“civic space” end of the continuum, a majority fall in
the middle, incorporating a mixture of hardscape and
greenscape design elements. Examples include Durham
Central Park and Five Points. Many cities contain existing
natural features, such as riverfronts. Downtown Durham
possesses few existing natural features that would
provide for the “nature space” end of the continuum.
The Downtown Open Space Plan is an opportunity to
create those special features.

Art at the 102 West Main Street park

Figure 5. Open
Space Continuum.
This graphic was
used at public
meetings to
illustrate how
character and
design can respond
to the many
environmental and
social needs of
urban settings.

Five Points Plaza

Durham Skate Park

C I V I C S PA C E

N AT U R E S PA C E

Central Park garden

American Tobacco Campus

Durham County Justice Center

CCB Plaza
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3. Open Space Character and Gateways
Gateways mark boundaries between one part of a city and
another, often conveying an identity and a sense of arrival. Some
are carefully designed while others are inadverdent, perhaps
created by a railroad bridge or a change in topography. Because
of the role landscape plays in creating and enhancing gateways,
this study identifies various gateway arrival points to Downtown.
These gateways were recognized in the public process of this plan
as “important entry points to downtown.”
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These gateways mark the entrances to the Downtown Tier from
surrounding urban neighborhoods:
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ZZ To the west, at Main Street and Buchanan Boulevard, the
character of development shifts from Duke’s East Campus to
Brightleaf Square; and
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ZZ Streetscape enhancements at Mangum and Corporation
Streets (Little Five Points) have improved the intersection as
a gateway from the north;
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ZZ Golden Belt and the hosiery mill greenspace form an
entrance to the east, “at the eastern edge of the Downtown
Tier”;
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Gateways from the Durham Freeway are especially important in
creating a first impression of Downtown for the many visitors of
regional attractions such as the Durham Performing Arts Center
and the Durham Bulls Athletic Park. The Central Durham Gateways
Plan, adopted in 2009, provides a framework for improving the
appearance of major entryways, with a particular emphasis on
Roxboro, Mangum, and Chapel Hill Streets. Recommendations
address landscaping, stormwater, signage, public art,
preservation of views of landmarks, and maintenance. While
concepts recommended in the Plan are still relevant, funding for
improvements has been limited.
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ZZ From the south, the American Tobacco Trail acts as a bicycle/
pedestrian entrance to Downtown.

The core of Downtown is defined by the “Loop,” a three- to
four-lane, one-way road often cited as a barrier to pedestrian
movement through Downtown. From the south, gateways form
at West Chapel Hill, Blackwell, Corcoran, and North Roxboro
Streets by passing under or over railroad bridges. From the north,
major gateways exist at Mangum and Foster Streets, where public
open spaces already exist (at Rotary Park and Civic Center Plaza,
respectively).
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Figure 6. Gateways to Downtown.
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c. Recreational Facilities
1. Inventory

d. Environmental Benefit
1. Inventory

A few playgrounds, trails, publicly accessible athletic
venues, and playing fields currently serve downtown
residents and visitors.

Downtowns are often overlooked as places that
can serve environmental functions. Downtowns are
comprised of largely hard, paved surfaces, such as
building foundations, roadways, and parking lots, which
contribute to stormwater runoff and the urban heat
island effect. To improve environmental quality and
livability, many city business owners, developers, and
designers are adopting best management practices for
mitigating the environmental impacts of urban living.

Oakwood Park. A traditional neighborhood park at
the edge of Downtown, Oakwood Park features play
equipment and a gazebo.

Oakwood Park

Durham Central Park and Skate Park. The skate park,
located at the eastern end of Durham Central Park, offers
a unique opportunity for recreation and is one of the
most frequently used open spaces in Downtown. Play
sculptures attractinh small children and an innovative
plaground will be built.
American Tobacco Trail. A rails-to-trails project,
the first phase of the American Tobacco Trail was
completed in 2003. The trail serves both recreational
and transportation functions by connecting Downtown
to neighborhoods to the south. The connection will
improve with the completion of the bridge over I-40.
2. Analysis
ZZ Recreational opportunities are limited for some
small segments of the population (few options are
available to young children or less active adults).
ZZ Few programmed spaces are available downtown.

Skate Park at Durham Central Park

ZZ The only flexible space available for “pick-up”
games of soccer or ultimate flying disc is Central
Park.

Urban Heat Island Effect

Trailhead of the American Tobacco Trail

The urban heat island effect explains why
metropolitan areas are often significantly warmer
than surrounding rural areas. As urban areas develop,
buildings, roads, and other infrastructure replace
open land and vegetation. These impermeable
materials absorb and trap heat, causing ambient
temperatures to rise. At night the trapped heat is
radiated back into the atmosphere, further increasing
the ambient temperatures. Heat islands can affect
communities by raising summertime energy demand,
air conditioning costs, air pollution, greenhouse gas
emissions, and incidence of heat-related illness or
mortality.

Increase Tree Canopy. In addition to providing shade,
trees absorb carbon dioxide and reduce the urban heat
island effect. The tree canopy in the Downtown Tier
covers approximately 45 acres, or 6.5% of the total
surface area.

Mature trees along Downtown streets reduce the urban
heat island effect.

Decrease Impervious Surface and Increase Porous
and Cool Pavements. Impervious surfaces cause rapid
runoff of rainwater and other substances into storm
sewers, streams, and creeks. Hard, impervious surfaces
often absorb heat and contribute to the urban heat
island effect. Geographic information system analysis
indicates that approximately 540 acres, or 74%, of
Downtown is made up of impervious surfaces such as
roadways, buildings, and parking lots. Raingardens,
bioswales, and rainwater collection should be used to
slow runoff and reuse water.
Increase Use of Green Roofs. Green roofs have been
incorporated into two recent building projects: the
Durham County Justice Center and the retrofit of the
Durham Centre Plaza above a municipal parking garage.
Both work to slow down stormwater runoff, cool the
buildings, and reduce the heat island effect. The Durham
Centre Plaza acts as a public open space that can be
programmed for events while the Justice Center roof is
inaccessible.
2. Analysis
As the most compact and urbanized part of a city, it
is not unusual for statistics to confirm high amounts of
impervious surface area and relatively low levels of tree
canopy in a downtown. Smart Growth principles dictate
that concentrating activity in a compact pattern reduces
the pressure to expand urban growth into greenfields
outside of a city. Still, the use of pervious surfaces and
trees should be emphasized in Downtown to improve
the health of the community and the environment.

Impervious surfaces, like roads and roofs, can increase
stormwater runoff.

Green roofs such as those at Durham Centre
Plaza can reduce heat and runoff.
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Connecting pedestrian-friendly streets with open spaces has
been a point of emphasis at a number of community engagement
sessions. Completed phases of the Downtown Streetscape
Improvement Project have improved the pedestrian experience
of walking inside the Downtown Loop by introducing features
such as brick pavers, street trees, benches, and lighting on select
streets. Outside the Loop, however, deteriorating sidewalks
hinder connection to the Downtown core. Primary walking routes
include Holloway, Chapel Hill, and Main Streets as well as the
Foster-Corcoran-Blackwell Street corridor.
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a. Primary Walking Routes Inventory
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In a downtown setting, public open spaces are closely related to
the nature and form of the transportation network. Transportation
planning must not be considered solely for the purpose of
efficiently moving people and goods from place to place, or for
creating public rights-of-way for rapidly funneling people, in their
various modes of travel, throughout the city. Downtown streets
should instead be viewed as destinations in their own right.
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ZZ Many primary streets connecting the Downtown Loop
with surrounding areas have deteriorated sidewalks and
are often poorly lit and unshaded.
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ZZ Ramseur and Pettigrew Streets, and the NC Railroad
corridor, together form a wide chasm that bisects
Downtown. This physical barrier poses a psychological
barrier for pedestrians, hindering connectivity between
the Downtown core and the American Tobacco Historic
District.
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ZZ Within the Downtown Loop, most sidewalks are wide,
shaded, and very walkable. Engaging storefronts, sidewalk
dining, pedestrian seating, and interesting architecture
enhance the experience.

City Hall
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d. Trails and Greenways Analysis
ZZ The existing north–south Greenway connects open space
but crosses roads and provides little linear greenspace.
ZZ No trails serve eastern portions of Downtown.
ZZ An east–west connection through Downtown is lacking.

IMPROVED STREETSCAPE

Figure 7. Walking Routes, Trails, and Greenways.
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The American Tobacco Trail, the Downtown Trail, and the South
Ellerbe Creek Trail form a north–south link through Downtown for
both pedestrians and bicyclists. While the American Tobacco and
South Ellerbe Creek Trails are dedicated pathways separated from
automobile traffic, the Downtown Trail diverts onto city streets.
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e. Primary Transit Stop Inventory
Buses are a common fixture on Downtown streets, and the
Durham Bus Station transfer facility is centrally located. Many of
the routes with the highest ridership terminate at this station,
including DATA routes 2 and 5. The Bull City Connector, a farefree transit service connecting Golden Belt to Duke University
Medical Center also passes through the heart of Downtown.
While the Durham Station site contains the primary public open
space related to transit, bus stops also function as small urban
open spaces.
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Proposed Regional Rail Services
Triangle Transit has worked to develop a detailed, 25-year plan for new bus and rail
investments. The plan includes two regional rail lines that would serve Downtown
Durham. Three stations will serve Downtown. Durham Station, located near the
intersection of West Chapel Hill Street and Main Street will act as a multi-modal
transfer hub. The other two form bookends of Downtown, one located between
Dillard and Fayetteville Streets on the eastern end of Downtown; and the other at
Main Street and Buchanan Boulevard on the western end. The second proposed
regional rail line is a commuter system which would connect west Durham to the
Research Triangle Park, and beyond into Raleigh and eastern Wake County. Both of
these lines are in early phases of planning.
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ZZ Many of the most frequently used bus stops are outfitted
with features such as bus shelters, garbage cans, lighting,
and posted bus schedules. Improvements such as benches,
shelters, and lighting would be desirable at the following
highly used stops:
Main Street at Queen Street

Durham
Bus Station
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ZZ A large canopy provides adequate sun protection at
Durham Station; however, it does not block angled rain.
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ZZ Landscaping within the Durham Station courtyard has
suffered because of stormwater drainage issues and
pedestrian foot traffic.
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Chapter Three

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S & I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
After conducting the inventory, analysis, and public meetings
described in the previous chapters, staff have developed the
following Downtown Open Space Master Plan. In addition to
describing the inventory and analyzing the various benefits and
challenges related to developing open space in Downtown Durham,
this Master Plan also includes recommendation for general and
site-specific improvements, including policy and program changes
needed to facilitate implementation. General recommendations
can be applied across all Downtown open spaces and range from
broad policy statements to additional recommendations regarding
design and function. Site-specific recommendations will address
particular needs in certain locations throughout Downtown
for both existing open spaces and planned new spaces. To aid
in implementing these recommendations, policy and program
strategies are also provided. In addition, some amendments to the
Unified Development Ordinance and the City Code are proposed.

A. The Downtown Durham
Open Space Master Plan
To help guide the acquisition and improvement of open space
in the Downtown, planning staff have developed a master plan.
The Downtown Open Master Plan includes a map of Downtown
Durham, showing the locations of existing and proposed open
spaces and important greenway connections.

The Downtown Open Space Master Plan complements the 2008
Downtown Durham Master Plan, as both strive to achieve dense
development and the use of open space to complement the built
environment. The Downtown Open Space Master Plan balances
building development, parking, transportation, and open space.
The Downtown Open Space Master Plan incorporates existing
and proposed parks and plazas, connecting them through
greenways and enhanced streetscapes. The open spaces in the
Plan are selected based on their ability to provide views that
highlight Durham’s most notable landmarks and buildings. Spaces
are chosen to preserve and enhance both environmental features
and perceptual and physical gateways to Downtown.
Open spaces in the Plan are designed to maximize the five
general functions of open space. The combination of the existing
and proposed open spaces will provide environmental benefits
to the Downtown by incorporating stormwater design into
landscapes, reducing paved surfaces, and adding more trees.
Proposed spaces will provide areas for recreation and play as well
as a greater variety of gathering spaces, which will attract more
diverse people and events to downtown. Open spaces in the Plan
will help to shape the character of urban districts and serve as
entries into these districts. Connectivity to mass transit and city
districts will be enhanced through greenways and overpasses.
All of these spaces are designed to enhance the image of
Downtown Durham as an ideal place to live, work, and play.
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Figure 9. Downtown Durham Open Space Master Plan.
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B. Policy Recommendations
1. Sustainable Practices
a. Tree Canopy

Tree canopy at the Five Points plaza creates a shady lunch
spot.

Besides providing an opportunity for relaxation and
passive recreation, a significant tree canopy is crucial to
the environmental well-being of any downtown. Shade
trees provide a respite from sun and heat for residents
and visitors, and studies have shown that greater tree
coverage can lessen the urban heat island effect that
makes urban areas warmer than rural areas. Trees can
also aid in stormwater infiltration and absorption as well
as capture carbon released from the burning of fossil
fuels and other energy sources.
The following recommendations are made regarding
tree canopy in the Downtown Tier:
ZZ Include language regarding the need for
increased tree coverage in the Downtown Tier
in Durham’s Comprehensive Plan policy on tree
canopy;
ZZ Continue implementing current street-tree
standards as required by the Unified Development
Ordinance;

A blossom-covered seatwall made from recycled granite
curb stones on Orange Street

ZZ Increase tree coverage in the Downtown Tier
from the current 6% to 10% by developing new
open spaces, improving existing open spaces, and
planting new street trees as part of streetscape
improvement and streetscape realignment
projects; and
ZZ Continue to support the City’s Strategic Plan
goals addressing the environment.

b. Green Roofs
Green roofs can bring significant environmental benefits
to any heavily urbanized area. They can lower runoff and
improve stormwater discharge rates and quality, reduce
heat island effects, and provide aesthetic benefits to
residents and workers.
The following recommendations are made regarding
green roofs in the Downtown Tier:
ZZ Identify and remove regulatory barriers or
disincentives to the construction of green roofs
on private property in the Downtown Tier;
ZZ Continue allowing green roofs as an amenity
eligible for additional height in downtown under
the Unified Development Ordinance;
ZZ Support City and County initiatives to plan new
facilities that incorporate energy-saving design
elements such as green roofs; and
ZZ Explore options for incentives and grants for
green roofs and other climate control initiatives.
c. Recycled Materials
Use of recycled materials provides both economic and
environmental benefits by reducing the need to produce
new materials; recycling lowers the costs associated with
open space improvement by incorporating old materials,
such as granite curbs, that the City already owns.
The following recommendation is made regarding use
of recycled materials in the Downtown Tier.
ZZ Whenever possible, recycled materials should
be used in the installation of new and improved
open spaces; and
ZZ Whenever demolition occurs in the Downtown,
the site is actively evaluated to determine
whether any materials (e.g., building materials,
plants) can be recycled or reused on-site.

d. Stormwater
The treatment and discharge of stormwater is a major
issue for heavily urbanized areas. There is a tradeoff
between ensuring that stormwater is not released
at a speed and quality detrimental to downstream
communities and providing on-site treatment of
stormwater that is extremely expensive in heavily built
environments. Creating numerous stormwater facilities
throughout the Downtown would be detrimental to the
urban fabric.
The following recommendations are made regarding
stormwater management in the Downtown Tier:
ZZ Where feasible and beneficial, incorporate
stormwater retention and filtration features
into open space designs. These features can
also be incorporated into parking lots, planted
islands, on-street parking rows, and bus stops.
Cisterns should be encouraged for storing runoff
from buildings, to water plantings or be slowly
released;
ZZ Site-specific
proposals
should
include
stormwater mitigation features, including the
American Tobacco Trail Gateway, the proposed
Durham Performing Arts Center Green, and the
open space proposed across the street from City
Hall; and
ZZ Additional sites may be identified as needed. A
focus of this section of the Plan is to facilitate
mobility between housing, jobs, activity centers,
and major open spaces within Downtown. To
properly function, a downtown must be linked
through safe and inviting pedestrian corridors.
These corridors do not have to be green open
spaces in and of themselves, but should be easily
recognizable and navigable, and could serve as
green linear connections.

A stormwater retention feature and lawn in West Village
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2. C o n n e ct i v i t y

3. Streetscapes

In Downtown Durham, the sidewalk system is the
primary mode of connectivity, a prime example of which
is the Downtown Trail. Unlike a traditional park trail,
the Downtown Trail acts as an enhanced sidewalk that
connects the American Tobacco Trail at the south end of
Downtown to the South Ellerbe Creek Trail on the north
end. Not only does this enhanced sidewalk connect these
offroad trails, but it also connects important open spaces,
such as the American Tobacco Campus lawn, CCB Plaza,
Durham Central Park, and other landmarks, such as the
Durham Bulls Athletic Park, the Hill Building, and the
Durham Farmers’ Market.

An important part of making these connections is an
attractive and functional streetscape. Pedestrians are
more willing to walk in areas that feel safe and inviting,
and properly designed streetscapes can help to bring
satisfaction and a sense of security. The City undertook
a major streetscape improvement project in 2007. Main
and Chapel Hill Streets were converted from one-way
thoroughfares to two-way, sidewalks were enhanced,
street trees were planted, and pedestrian amenities
such as street lights, trash receptacles, and seating were
installed. Subsequent streetscape improvements have
followed in recent years.

As the Downtown continues to evolve and open space is
developed or enhanced, connections within Downtown,
or links to open spaces outside of Downtown, should
be incorporated into each project. This can be done by
providing appropriate sidewalk connections or trails,
such as the proposed Duke Beltline. Textured crosswalks
make it easier for pedestrians to find these open spaces
and alert motor vehicles to the presence of pedestrians.
In addition, well-designed open spaces can themselves
provide connectivity between important Downtown
places by incorporating pathways, highlighting views, and
incorporating wayfinding into their designs.

West Main Street in the West Village area experienced
improvements in 2010. Utility lines were placed
underground, onstreet parking and street trees were
installed, and sidewalks were widened to create a more
inviting atmosphere and better connections to the
Downtown Loop and Brightleaf Square.

The following recommendations are made to promote
connectivity in the Downtown Tier:
ZZ Develop an East–West Greenway through the
center of Downtown to link open spaces, transit
stations, and city districts;
ZZ Develop a North–South Greenway to enhance
connectivity to the regional trail network and
to other open spaces. This greenway should
complement the existing urban North–South
Greenway and take advantage of forested railroad
embankments. This greenway should also use
existing railroad bridges to avoid conflicts with
cars; and
ZZ Utilize the greenways to develop small-scale open
spaces, showcase views of the city and public art,
enhance gateways, and increase plantings in the
Downtown.

In 2011 City Hall Plaza was refurbished with new paving,
sidewalks, seating, and street trees in Filterra boxes to
help filter stormwater runoff.
The streetscape improvement having the greatest
impact on the future of streetscapes is the planned
deconstruction of the Downtown Loop. Portions of the
Downtown Loop should include bicycle and pedestrian
paths within the right-of-way (see site-specific
recommendations). The entire Loop should be more
pedestrian-friendly, with sidewalk enhancements and
street trees.

4 . Pu b l i c Ar t
Public art is an important amenity for Durham’s
open spaces, reflecting the City’s cultural heritage, and
contributing to its identity and sense of place. Beyond
these more subjective measures, public art in other cities
has served both as wayfinding signage and as focal points
for gathering. Some public art already exists in Downtown.
The following tasks for public art are recommended:
ZZ Prioritize installation of public art onto pedestals
located in CCB Plaza and Five Points Plaza;
ZZ Encourage the use of public art to enhance and
instill a sense of place;
ZZ Continue allowing public art as an amenity eligible
for additional height allowance in Downtown
under the Unified Development Ordinance; and

Pedestrians walk on CBC Plaza.

ZZ Ensure that new public art meets the standards
set forth in the Durham Design Manual, including:
Art should be permanent and maintained
properly;
The scale and character of the art should be in
harmony with its surroundings;
Art should function as a cultural expression
and not as an advertisement or sign; and
Durham’s culture and heritage should be
reflected in the choice of artist, material,
topic, and design.

Parrish Street Marker

The following recommendations are made to enhance
streetscapes in the Downtown Tier:
ZZ Utilize streetscaping to enhance the pedestrian
experience in Downtown though inclusion of art,
tree plantings, and amenities such as benches
and lighting;
ZZ Develop small-scale open spaces and pocket
parks within the streetscape to accommodate
small gatherings and permitted vendors;
ZZ Utilize high-quality streetscaping to connect
open space; and
ZZ Provide adequate signage for pedestrians that
directs toward open spaces and trails.

Turtle sculpture and play structure at Durham Central
Park
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5. De d i cate d I mp ac t Fee Fu n d s fo r D owntown
With continuous new residential and commercial development,
Durham’s Downtown population is growing. Policies governing
distribution of impact fees for recreation have focused on meeting
the needs of suburban growth. This Plan represents a policy shift,
bringing focus to the recreational and open space needs of urban
areas such as Downtown.
Objective: Amend Chapter 25 of the City Code and
relevant portions of the Unified Development Ordinance,
dedicating a percentage of the Downtown’s recreation
and open space impact fee funding from all three zones
to be used for open space and recreation development.
The current structure of recreation and open space impact fees
requires that residential developments dedicate the following for
each dwelling unit constructed:

from all three zones for utilization in the Downtown Tier.
These funds could be utilized for the following:
ZZ Improving and/or expand existing publicly owned open
spaces. A number of current publicly owned spaces are
detailed in this Plan, such as Durham Central Park, Rotary
Park, Oakwood Park, and Civic Center Plaza1; and
ZZ Acquiring sites for proposed new public open spaces. To
support development of a linked system of Downtown
open spaces, funds from the recreation and open space
impact fee could also be used to remedy gaps in the
existing system. As described earlier, connections such as
the Duke Beltway section of the Downtown Greenway will
enhance accessibility and utility of the entire Downtown
open space system.

ZZ 575 square feet of land for active recreation; and
ZZ Payment of an impact fee in lieu of land dedication.

The majority of funds raised in each district is earmarked for
primarily residential areas with new growth. Since the Downtown
area is currently split among three different recreation service
districts, there is less opportunity for cohesive open space and
recreational opportunities. The growth of residential, office, and
retail development in the Downtown over the last ten years has
increased the demand for open space.
Durham’s Downtown is recognized as a unique urban form, a
place where members of the community can come together from
all parts of the City and County. Because of the compact urban
fabric of Downtown and its pedestrian mobility and accessibility,
it should not be necessary for each individual development to
provide its own open space. Instead, as new development is
constructed, contributions to the overall provisions of open space
will benefit all downtown users. Therefore, dedicated open space
and funding from all three impace fee zones for recreation for the
Downtown Tier is warranted. It is recommended that the current
City policy for a recreation impact fee structure be amended to:
ZZ Allow the use of recreation and open space impact fees

The on-site open space requirement can be accommodated
by the building and frontage types permitted in the Downtown
Design zoning district. Examples of such building and frontage
types include:
ZZ The Courtyard frontage type, which allows open spaces to
become semipublic, meeting the open space requirement;
ZZ The Monumental building type, which requires deep
street yards for civic open space, accommodating public
gatherings, artistic performances, and active recreation.
Such uses within the street yard would qualify for the onsite open space requirement;

ZZ 575 square feet of land for passive recreation; or

Durham Parks and Recreation has established recreation service
districts through its Parks and Recreation Master Plan to which
these impact fees are distributed. Impact fees received from each
Parks and Recreation district must be spent within that district and
can be used for passive and active recreation land and associated
facilities.

should be related to both the scale of the building and the size of
the development. The materials and program of the open space
should relate to the materials in the surrounding architecture and
use of adjacent buildings. Recent examples include the American
Tobacco Campus, West Village, and the Durham County Justice
Center. These developments have incorporated open space
successfully into their designs to serve residents, employees, and
visitors.

6. On-Site O p e n Sp a c e Re q u i re m e nt
Objective: Amend the Unified Development Ordinance
to require open space dedication for developments
within the Downtown Tier based on development size.
Require private development of more than 80,000
square feet of building area on 4.0 acres or more in
the Downtown Tier to provide at least 2% of the site as
open space, or provide payment in lieu.
Downtown development tends to be of smaller acreage than
suburban development. Prior to the Downtown Zoning Update of
2009, each new development project greater than 20,000 square
feet in area was required to dedicate 1% of its site to open space,
creating many small pieces of disconnected open space. The
Downtown Zoning Update removed the requirement for on-site
open space with the understanding that, through a Downtown
Open Space Plan, a comprehensive system of public open space
would be developed.
The recreation and open space dedication proposed above will
facilitate the creation of Downtown open space and recreational
facilities because dedication on smaller sites will be insufficient for
a functional Downtown open space network. Certain development
and redevelopment sites within the Downtown, however, are of
sufficient acreage to integrate a functional open space component
as part of future land development. The size of the open space

ZZ The Forecourt frontage type, which can be designed to
allow the forecourt itself to become private open space
for the use of residents;
ZZ The Arcade frontage type, which can be designed as
semipublic open space to satisfy the on-site open space
requirement; and
ZZ The Storefront frontage type, which allows flexibility in
the front, side, and rear yards to accommodate any open
space requirement.
Additional consideration in the UDO text amendment should
be given to developments for which the ground floor is primarily
residential. In such cases, open space acess could be limited to
residents and guests. This consideration defers to the privacy
needs of primarily residential communities.
Although on-site open space on large tracts is desirable,
developers should be given the option for payment in-lieu in
consideration of developments and constraints. Such funds
could be used in a manner similar to the impact fees, with the
added note that they may be used to fund downtown streetscape
improvements as part of this plan’s recommendations for
increased connectivity.
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C. Site-Specific Recommendations

Figure 10. Location Map of Existing
Downtown Open Spaces to Be
Renovated.

1. Su p p o rt a n d O n go in g Co o rd in at io n
Objective: Support ongoing plans and improvements
coordinated by City and County departments and nonprofits.

Durham County Main Library. Durham County’s Capital Improvement
Plan includes the expansion and renovation of the Main Library,
including added space, equipment upgrades, and updates to the plaza
and lawn.

a
Oakwood Park

Durham Central Park. Durham Central Park is developed through
a public–private partnership between Durham Parks and Recreation
and the nonprofit Durham Central Park, Inc. Proposed greenways and
streetscapes should improve pedestrian access to the park.

2. C o n ce pt u a l Desig n s fo r E xist in g O pen Spaces
Objective: Enhance and maintain existing open space

Foster Street

Durham Parks and Recreation Master Plan, 2012–2013. With an
increasing population, additional areas annexed, and changing trends
in recreation, Durham Parks and Recreation has revised its master plan
to reflect Durham residents’ desires for new facilities and programming
over the next decade.
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Chapel Hill Street

Morgan Street/Downtown Loop
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Rotary Park

CITY HALL

This Plan includes recommendations to update and improve underutilized spaces in need of renovation (see Figure 10), such as Civic
Center Plaza, Rotary Park, 102 West Main Street, and Oakwood Park.
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a. Oakwood Park
Preserve and improve Oakwood Park as a neighborhood
recreational asset.
Assets. Oakwood Park serves as a play area for the eastern portion
of Downtown and the nearby Cleveland-Holloway neighborhood. It is
a shady park with mature trees. It is the only public park in Downtown
with play equipment. Holloway Street has an unusually large planting
strip, which makes the street more pleasant for pedestrians.

b

Challenges. The site slopes away from the street, making visability
from the street somewhat difficult having implications on security.
Because some adults will sleep in the park, parents with children may
view it as unsafe.
Vision. Durham Parks and Recreation has collaborated with the
neighborhood to improve the park’s play structures and features.
Neighborhood volunteers have constructed art features and tables to
increase the sense of community investment in the park.
Recommended Concepts
ZZ Continue to work with the neighborhood on security and

d
Civic Center Plaza
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b . Rotary Park and Chapel Hill Street
DURHAM VISITORS’
CENTER

Redesign Rotary Park to be more accessible
as a highly visible gateway into the core of
Downtown.

SH A D E
TR E L L I S
E NH A NC E D
E NTRY
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Recommended Concepts

St

ZZ Renovate the plantings to enhance sight lines;
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ZZ Add interest with a monumental sculpture;
ZZ Improve pedestrian circulation by making the
openings more obvious and inviting; and

et
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n S

Vision. The schematic redesign calls for a sign wall
facing the intersection of Mangum and Morgan Streets,
which will be more inviting to pedestrians and call

rga

Challenges. Access is a major issue for Rotary Park,
which is isolated from other public open spaces. It is
also very difficult to see from the outside because of
its topography and landscaping. Its sense of isolation is
possibly why it is rarely used. The foreground of First
Baptist Church is a parking lot.

attention to the existence of the park. Low shrubs and
grasses and shade-tree plantings will support a balance
between privacy and security. Shade-tree plantings will
improve the visibility of the park and allow it to become
a gateway into Downtown. This is a good location for
a monumental sculpture that would also enhance
the park’s visibility. The walls and plantings should be
redeveloped to maintain the rotary geometry, but open
up the space to be friendlier to pedestrians. The planting
beds could remain, but the plantings could be redone to
be more seasonally appropriate. Rotary Park is also near
the historic First Baptist Church. This viewshed could be
enhanced to highlight an important building.

SC U L PTU R E
A ND
FO U NTA I N

Mo

Assets. Rotary Park has an ideal location as a gateway
into Downtown. It is a publicly owned park near City
Hall and businesses along Mangum and East Chapel Hill
Streets. First Baptist Church forms a visual terminus to
Chapel Hill Street.

SI G N WA L L

ZZ Enhance the streetscape and parking lot across
Morgan Street from Rotary Park to frame views of
the historic First Baptist Church.
ZZ Promote traffic calming to make the site more
acessible.
Rotary Park

Chapel Hill Street

CITY HALL

Figure 11. Conceptual Redesign of Rotary Park.

Rotary Park

Re-envisioning a city parking lot to provide a better
viewshed to Historic First Baptist Church
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c. 102 West Main Street

Assets. The park along Mangum Street, framed by Main
and Parrish streets, serves as a greenspace connection
between the City Hall area, the Kress Building, and
other redevelopment sites along Main Street. It also
serves as an extension of recent improvements along
Parrish Street, most notably the pergolas installed on
both sides of Parrish Street and the intersection of
Mangum Street. Although this park is identified in the
Downtown Master Plan as a future development site,
it has served as a public open space for well over two
decades, and many users now consider it a public open
space for small performances and gatherings.
Challenges. The park is not a particularly large space,
so its design will be vital to its functionality as an open
space. A portion of the site is already used for housing
Duke Energy’s utility equipment.

Vision. The park should be redesigned and dedicated
as a permanent fixture, and should continue to be used
as a small gathering space, helping to form a ring of
public open spaces around City Hall. A stacked granite
curb seat wall along the edge could provide a sense of
enclosure and safety from traffic. Granite curbs could
serve as a design motif for the space and visually connect
it to other public spaces to the north. The utility boxes
should be artfully screened. This site could also feature a
small fountain and innovative stormwater devices.

Parrish Street

Mangum Street

Develop this site as the southern node of an
enhanced linear park connecting City Hall to
Main Street.

Recommended Concepts
ZZ Provide a sense of enclosure to the space by better
delineating the edges;
ZZ Install seat walls to shape spaces for smaller
gatherings;
ZZ Install a water feature as a central focal point and
method of masking traffic noise; and
ZZ Improve the landscaping to create more interest and
potentially include stormwater features and devices.

G RANI T E C U RB
S EAT WAL L
RAI N G ARDE N
WAT E R F EAT U RE
P I C N I C AREAS

Main Street
Art in front of the park, looking from Parrish Street

Recently added wooden gazebo and paving

Figure 12. Conceptual Redesign of Park at 102 West Main Street.
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d. Civic Center Plaza

Morgan Street / The Loop

Reenvision the Civic Center Plaza to declutter the space,
make it more functional, and provide a better visual
connection to the surrounding buildings.

D RO P O FF

B U I L DI N G
F RO NTAG E

KI O SK FEATU R E

Assets. The Civic Center Plaza enjoys a central location between the
historic Carolina Theatre, the Marriott Hotel and Convention Center,
and the Durham Armory. It is also located across the street from a
City parking deck, making it easily accessible to visitors. The mixture of
hardscape and landscape provides both an area for gathering and an
enjoyable natural environment.

Vision. The Civic Center Plaza would benefit from a redesign to make
it more functional and less cluttered, and to provide a better visual
connection to surrounding buildings. The redesign could improve the
pedestrian flow through the space, and appropriate landscaping could
make it more inviting and enhance adjacent monumental buildings.
The Civic Center Plaza is a focal point of Downtown, having a variety
of stakeholders, and should be renovated to reflect its importance to
the City.

FL E X I BL E
P E R FO R M A NC E
SPAC E
CAROLINA
THEATRE

SLO P E D L AW N

O U TD O O R
M E E TI NG
A R EA S

G R E E NRO O F

Foster Street

Challenges. While the mix of hardscape and landscape is an asset,
the design of the plaza does not integrate them well. Rather than
framing views, plantings obscure key architectural features, such as
the historic theater. The terraces accommodate the grade changes
across the plaza built on a fairly steep site. Since then, it has been
retrofitted with a profusion of handrails, which, while mandated by the
building code, clutter the space and block a clear path to the theater.
The angular retaining walls and fountain chop up the spaces and make
the plaza inhospitable. The fountain was likely designed to provide a
visual focus, white noise, and a cool water spray. However, when it is
not operating, the fountain is dark and unattractive. The amphitheater
is seldom used for its intended purpose because of uncomfortable
seating, and the stage area is oriented away from incoming audience
members and pedestrians on the sidewalk.

SC U L PTU R E TYPE

P L A ZA SEC TI O N

DURHAM MARRIOTT
CONVENTION CENTER

Figure 13. Conceptual Redesign of Civic Center Plaza.

Recommended Concepts
ZZ Frame and focus views toward important nearby buildings,
including the Carolina Theatre;
ZZ Reduce visual clutter with new landscaping and regrading,
minimizing steps and handrails;
ZZ Provide an outdoor performance space with seating for various
users and oriented to welcome pedestrians from the sidewalks;
ZZ Provide a drop-off point; and
ZZ Develop a green-roof building under the plaza with frontage on
Morgan Street.

DURHAM MARRIOTT
CONVENTION CENTER

Section of Conceptual Redesigned Plaza and Expanded Convention Center

Morgan Street
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3. C o n ce pt u a l Desig n s fo r N ew P u b lic Open Spaces
Objective: To form visual and physical connections to civic
buildings by creating and enhancing publicly accessible
green spaces.
This Plan reveals gaps in the existing open space system and also
highlights the need for new open spaces. To illustrate the potential of
open spaces identified in the Downtown Open Space Master Plan, a
sampling of proposed spaces has been conceptually designed in this
section. The following concepts will serve as guides for open space
development by identifying the challenges of historic and potential
development, and proposing design solutions unique to each space.
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Site for proposed North Mangum Street open space

102 WEST
MAIN GREEN

Street
Church

a

North Roxboro Street

CCB
PLAZA

Parrish Street

Main Street
North Mangum Street

DURHAM
COUNTY
LIBRARY

DURHAM COUNTY
COURTHOUSE

Figure 14. Location Map of Proposed New Public Open Spaces Showing Future Downtown Loop Redesign.

b
Site for proposed North Roxboro Street open space
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a. 1. Alternative I Mangum Street Open Space

Assets. The existing surface parking lot on North
Mangum Street, across from City Hall, receives a
proportionally comfortable architectural enclosure
provided by the surrounding parking garage and historic
buildings along Orange Street. The adjacent pedestrian
mall is used frequently and features several stores and
cafes. This space would extend the open space directly
to the south at 102 West Main Street and would provide
a connection to Parrish Street. Its proximity to City Hall
makes this location ideal for additional open space for
visitors and employees. During the public planning
process, participants clearly indicated that the City Hall
was not inviting and needed to incorporate a large civic
gathering space as part of its design.

Recommended Concepts
ZZ Create connections between the open spaces at
102 West Main and Mangum Street across from
City Hall;

E NH A NC E D
C RO SSWA L KS

ZZ Construct a central lawn that can be used for passive
and active recreation;

CITY
HALL

ZZ Improve the saftey of pedestrians crossing North
Mangum Street to City Hall;
ZZ Install trees to screen the parking deck and provide
shade; and
ZZ Take advantage of the site’s lower elevations as
compared to surrounding parcels to include a
stormwater control device to control runnoff from
those parcels.
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Challenges. As the Downtown develops, parking
is becoming more scarce; therefore, any plan to
remove public parking may be met with skepticism.
Development of this location as open space should be
undertaken in conjunction with improvements to, or
redevelopment of, the Chapel Hill Street parking garage
to the north. Crossing the four lanes of North Mangum
Street is a challenge because any solution must follow
NC Department of Transportation standards and
approvals.
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Vision. The central themes of the proposed design
are to connect the pedestrian-scaled Orange Street
with City Hall Plaza and to make safer and easier the
crossing at North Mangum Street. The conceptual
design for this space calls for a large, green central lawn
with hardscaped sides. The large, open lawn would
allow for a range of activities, such as hosting food truck
rodeos or small concerts. Because the existing lot is
below-grade of the surrounding streets, the site creates
an opportunity to incorporate stormwater infiltration
devices. Trees would shade the hardscape and seating
areas while obscuring the view of the parking garage.
The existing granite wall would remain and could
be made into a seat wall. While the proposed design
eliminates existing parking, it also removes the heat
trapping and impermeability of the existing surface
parking lot, thereby creating a green gathering space,
shade, and an improved connection between Orange
Street and City Hall Plaza.

P I C NI C A R EA
EXISTING
PARKING
GARAGE

North Mangum Street

Develop this site as the northern node of an
enhanced linear park connecting City Hall to
Main Street.

Pergola on the North Side of Parrish Street

Parrish Street

E X I STI NG BU S STAT I O N
E X I STI NG P E RG O L A
E X I STI NG P E D EST RI AN M AL L

Figure 15. Conceptual Design of North Mangum Street Open Space, Alternative I.
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View of potential plaza site

a. 2. Alternative II Mangum Street Open Space
Redevelop the site to combine high density
development, a public open space, and a
pedestrian alley.
NEW
BUILDING

Challenges. Although aging, the parking structure is
undergoing renovation. This Plan alternatively proposes
the elimination of the existing building and a complete
reworking of the site.
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ZZ Create a network of public open space compatible
with the new building designs, City Hall, and street
patterns;

ge

ZZ Create connections between the open spaces at
102 West Main and Mangum Street, across from
City Hall;

an

Recommended Concepts

NEW
BUILDING

Or

Vision. This concept calls for two new buildings to
integrate a pedestrian alley connecting Orange Street
to City Hall. New buildings help to develop a street wall
on Orange Street and frame views of the historic Post
Office. This design strengthens connections between
the 102 Parrish Street open space, City Hall Plaza, and
the proposed park on Church and Roxboro Streets.
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SC U L PTU R E
SEATI NG

E X I ST I NG
O U T DO O R
DI NI NG

SP EC I A L PAV I NG
L AW N

ZZ Improve the safety of pedestrians crossing North
Mangum Street from Orange Street to City Hall;
and
ZZ Develop and mantain safe pedestrian links
between a pedestrian link to Orange and Mangum
Street. Increase safety in the proposed alley by
including prime building entrances and windows.
The proposed building should not block views to
the historic Post Office.

P E D ESTR I A N
ALLEY

North Mangum Street

Assets. This site occupies a pivitol corner of Downtown
and is ripe for development. The current function of the
location is a parking garage and surface-level parking.
The site could be a good location for multifunctional,
residential commercial space with structured parking
and a smaller open space.

BU S
SH E LTE R
E X I STI NG
P E RG O L A
Parrish Street
Figure 16. Conceptual Design of a North Mangum Street Open Space, Alternative II.
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b. Church Street/ North Roxboro Street Park
Create a new, centrally located park in
conjunction with the redesign of the Downtown
Loop.

FIRE STATION

Assets. The recommenced reconfiguring at the
intersection of Morgan Street (Downtown Loop) and
Roxboro Road will drastically change the available land
in the area, opening land that is currently right-ofway into open space. This particular location is at the
confluence of several iconic downtown institutions:
Trinity Methodist Church, City Hall, and the Durham
County Main Library. Additionally, it lies in close
proximity to Durham Parks and Recreation and Fire
Station Number One.

Vision. Converting the former street pavement and
traffic island to public open space can unite major
public buildings in this area of downtown, such as City
Hall, Fire Station Number One, the Downtown library,
Trinity United Methodist Church, and Durham Parks
and Recreation. These buildings should then reorient
their entrances, if feasible, toward the proposed central
open space. Additionally, this open space would provide
an opportunity to connect Downtown to East Durham,
and is an ideal location for structured play, which is
currently lacking in Downtown. Holloway Street, which
would connect to the park, has a 15’-wide tree planting
strip separating the sidewalk from the road. Holloway
Street passes by the Downtown Library and several day
cares, and connects to Oakwood Park.
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Morgan Street/
Downtown Loop
DOWNTOWN
LIBRARY

North Roxboro Street

Challenges. Reconstructing the Downtown Loop may
reveal engineering and other challenges not yet fully
realized.
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TRINITY
METHODIST
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Church Street

The proposed concept for the open space envisions
two half-court basketball facilities flanking a small plaza
with a sculpture pedestal that can be used for observing
games, two playgrounds for children, an exercise trail, a
Bocci court and a garden. This space should be inclusive
of active play for all ages.

FE NC E

S C U L PT U RE /
S EAT I NG
BAS K E T BAL L
CO U RTS

NEW
DEVELOPMENT

Figure 17. Conceptual Design of Church Street/North Roxboro Street.

Recommended Concepts:
ZZ Develop open space connections between public
buildings and public open spaces;
ZZ Develop a pull-off for visiting school buses or food
trucks;
ZZ Install amenities that will serve residents of all
ages;

ZZ Improve pedestrian connections to major buildings
in this portion of Downtown and provide better
links from Downtown to East Durham;
ZZ Utilize the existing trees as part of the landscaping;
and
ZZ Provide structured play opportunities for all ages.
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Objective:
Facilitate
safe
pedestrian
connections downtown. Create small gathering
spaces within the greenway network.
Walkability within Downtown was a major and
reoccurring theme within the public participation
process. The envisioned concept for Downtown is to
provide large, medium, and small gathering spaces and
also connect them through pedestrian-safe networks.
Enhanced streetscapes provide important connections
downtown; however, greenways offer a unique and
safer route. The proposed greenway network of the
Downtown Open Space Plan expands the function of
the existing popular American Tobacco Trail and utilizes
the existing downtown greenway. A proposed

greenway runs along Ramseur Street. A north–south
greenway highlights Durham’s industrial past and
utilizes the forested rail line. The greenway network
will offer a safer route for pedestrians to connect to
downtown, while enhancing the look and function of
the City.

UTILIZE RAILROAD BRIDGE OVER
TRINITY AVENUE TO CONNEC T DUKE
B E LT L I N E T R A I L T O E L L E R B E C R E E K
TRAIL
Geer Street

The following improvements are recommended to
provide better pedestrian connectivity between
various locations in Downtown, and to facilitate access
to those areas:
ZZ Aquire and develop the Duke Beltline Trail;

Foster Street

4. I m p rove d C o n n ec t iv it y

ZZ Create Downtown Greenway/Gateway and
Overpass;

FARMERS MARKET/
CENTRAL PARK

ZZ Develop Durham Performing Arts Center
open space; and

P R O P O S E D D U K E B E LT L I N E T R A I L

ZZ Enhance American Tobacco Trail Gateway.

BLACKWELL, CORCORAN AND
FOSTER STREETSCAPE TO BE
IMPROVED
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Chapel Hill Street
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Morgan Street/Downtown Loop
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CITY HALL
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EXISTING
STREETSCAPE

c

The trestle over West Chapel Hill Street is overgrown with small
trees. The trestle could provide a pedestrian link between West
Village, the Durham Station, and the American Tobacco Campus.
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The proposed Duke Beltline Trail is a rails-to-trails project that
loops around Downtown. North Carolina Railroad currently
owns the property.

b

d
IMPROVED AMERICAN
TOBACCO TRAIL

c
Crossing the railroad through the heart of Downtown can be
difficult to navigate. Recent plantings and pedestrian striping
have helped.

d
The trailhead to the American Tobacco Trail is on the south side
of the Durham Freeway (NC 147) from the American Tobacco
Campus (ATC). The trailhead could be made into a more prominent gateway to the ATC and to the Downtown Core.

Figure 18. Location Map of Conceptual Designs for Improving Connectivity.
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b. Downtown Greenway and Gateway Overpass
Create a greenway with viewpoints parallel to
the railroad.
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Figure 20. Conceptual Design for the Chapel Hill Street Overpass Looking West from Downtown.

Assets. The Ramseur Street portion of the Downtown
Loop is wide enough that some of the pavement could be
closed to vehicular traffic without significantly affecting
traffic flow. A spur of unused railroad, the Duke Beltline,
once connected the main line to locations north of
Downtown. As a greenway, this trail has the potential
to connect city districts and link the American Tobacco
Trail with the Ellerbe Creek Trail. This greenway can also
provide a preferable route for the East Coast Greenway
because it allows fewer pedestrian–car conflicts and
direct access to connector trails such as Ellerbe Creek
Trail and to more green space.
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BARRI E R
P L ANT I N G
AREAS

NEW BUILDING

Ramseur Street

D ECO R ATI V E FE NC E
S IGNWA LL
PEDESTRIA N OV ERPA S S
Figure 19. Conceptual Designs for the Downtown Greenway and Overpass

E X I STI NG I NAC TI V E R R TR AC KS
E X I STI NG AC TI V E R R TR AC KS
P OTE NTI A L L I G H T-R A I L TR AC KS

CO NC RE T E
PATH
Greenway between Ramseur Street and the
railroad tracks, near proposed transit station and
Fayetteville Road.
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Challenges. The width of Ramseur Street and the
tracks themselves pose a significant barrier to
pedestrians and separates the core of Downtown
from the American Tobacco district. The approval of
both the railroad company and the NCDOT would
be necessary to acquire the rail corridor and use the
road right-of-way for multimodal transportation.
Areas along the corridor do not have good on-street
monitoring and could be percieved as dangerous.
Vision. By using the existing right-of-way and repurposing the abandoned railroad bridge and track,
improvements such as those shown would provide
multimodal connections for a significant portion of
Downtown (see Figure 18). East of Blackwell Street,
the greenway would connect a proposed transit
station to the Durham County Health and Human
Services building. The greenway would connect to
Fayetteville Street, providing a better link to NCCU.

1

Existing: Wide railroad and roadway corridor.

Opportunity: Remove turn lane and replace with
greenway, barrier, and walkway.

Proposed: Multiuse pathway along south side of
Ramseur Street.

2

Existing: Blank retaining wall provides unlawful
access to train tracks up slope.

Opportunity: Build decorative retaining wall, utilizing
oversized turn lane to create space for pedestrians.

Proposed: A landscaped sign wall and art could act as a
gateway for central Downtown.

3

Existing: An unused railroad bridge.

Opportunity: Use the trestle as a pedestrian-safe overpass and attractive gateway to Downtown core.

Proposed: Pedestrian bridge similar to the Highline in
New York City.

Recommended Concepts
ZZ Construct a security fence and install landscaping
between the existing tracks and Ramseur Street to
deter illegal crossing of the tracks;
ZZ Create a pedestrian path from the southernmost
lane of Ramseur Street Close the southernmost lane
of traffic on Ramseur Street. Connect this path to the
future Duke Beltline Trail. This will require approval
from the North Carolina Railroad Corporation;
ZZ Convert the abandoned railroad bridge over West
Chapel Hill Street, connecting the proposed Duke
Beltline Trail from the American Tobacco Trail via
the new Ramseur Street Trail;
ZZ Design spaces for seating, art, and planting within
the greenway;
ZZ Carve out a portion of the existing retaining wall at
the intersection of West Chapel Hill and Ramseur
Streets to form a small open space with gateway
signage; and
ZZ Increase security on the greenway by providing
appropriate plantings, lighting, callboxes, and good
visiblity from the street.
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c. Durham Performing Arts Center Green
Construct new open space and pedestrian access between
the Downtown Loop and the Durham Performing Arts
Center (DPAC).
Assets. This space is highly visible, close to the downtown core
and sided by some of the most important cultural attractions in
Durham. The DPAC provides a backdrop for the space. It is a site of
significant size and could therefore provide a stormwater retention
facility for new construction in this portion of Downtown.

PARKING
GARAGE
NEW BUILDING

Challenges. The land is currently owned by the North Carolina
Railroad Corporation, thus approval from the railroad will be
necessary for any new design and construction.

Ramseur Street (Downtown Loop)

Vision. This site provides an opportunity to frame an already
great asset of the DPAC while showcasing Durham’s culture
and caring for the environment through stormwater design. A
pedestrian link can also be created between the DPAC, the rest
of the American Tobacco Campus, and the portion of Downtown
north of Ramseur Street.
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The railroad tracks are flanked on either side by Ramseur and Pettigrew
Steets, which makes crossing challenging for pedestrians.

DURHAM PERFORMING ARTS
CENTER
Figure 21. Conceptual Design for the Durham Performing Art Center Open Space and Skywalk.

Recommended Concepts:
ZZ Create landscape features to serve as significant regional
attraction;
ZZ Provide a pleasant outdoor experience for this major arts
attraction;
The site is currently a grassy field with perimeter trees.

ZZ Highlight Durham’s commitment to environmental
stewardship through integration of stormwater management
features and plantings; and
ZZ Explore the construction of a pedestrian overpass connecting
the southern side of Pettigrew Street to the north side of
Ramseur Street.
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d. American Tobacco Trail Gateway
Provide a welcoming natural gateway to
Downtown and a location for stormwater
control and absorption.
Assets. The American Tobacco Trail (ATT) is both a
regional and national asset, forming portion of the East
Coast Greenway, which is planned to pass through the
Triangle as it makes its way from Maine to Florida. A
significant amount of vacant land lies near the trailhead
that could be improved and made more functional.
Challenges. Much of the land is privately owned, and
coordination with and approval from these landowners
will be necessary prior to making any improvements.
Open areas near this portion of the ATT have a large
kudzu infestation that will be difficult to remove.

ST REA M R ESTO R AT IO N

Vision. The conceptual design calls for stream
restoration with proposed stream overlooks, taking
advantage of one of the few opportunities people have
to see natural flowing water in Downtown. The existing
depressions on the street side of the trail would be used
for large stormwater ponds and wetlands, adding visual
interest for pedestrians and a habitat for wildlife. The
large, mowed field is planted with native grasses, shade
trees, and plants that will also provide a habitat. Closer
to the American Tobacco Campus is an opportunity
for a playground, creating an additional safe place for
children to play in Downtown.

Recommended Concepts.
ZZ Restore the stream along the beginning of the ATT;
ZZ Provide viewpoints and locations for interacting
with the stream, and creating quiet places for
neighboring residents to relax;
ZZ Create a wetland area to serve as an
environmental and stormwater asset for
Downtown;
ZZ Enhance the visual aesthetics of the site as a
pedestrian gateway to Downtown;
ZZ Install a recreation or excercise area near the
trailhead to be used by nearby residents and
visitors alike; and

Kudzu Patch next to the American Tobacco Trail

ZZ Connect to Orchard Park on West Cobb Street via
the existing bridge over the creek.
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Figure 22. Conceptual Design for American Tobacco Trailhead.
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5. Su m m a r y o f P ro p o sed P hysica l Improvements
Below is a chart summarizing recommended physical improvements
to Downtown. The chart indicates whether acquisition of a parcel is
necessary, whether another project should take precedent, and the
general cost and timing of each project.
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Other Open Space Opportunities. The Plan actively promotes
the value of open space in urban areas, which should have the
effect of encouraging high-quality private open space. Greenroofs,
which tend to be private spaces, are incentivized in the Plan, but
not required. While exclusive in there use, private open spaces
contribute to the appearance and environmental function of the
City. The proposed light-rail stations should feature open spaces
for people awaiting the trains. The two baseball stadiums serve as
large civic attractions for the City, hosting not only baseball games
but also other events and festivals. Because the stadiums charge
entrance fees, they fall within a special catagory. Other small-scale
open space opportunities might be found within the streetscape
itself. A small increase in the width of the streetscape can provide
a thoughtful seating area or a space for a hotdog cart. The Plan
attempts to connect Downtown to open space opportunities just
outside of the Downtown within the Urban Tier. These spaces will
be covered in more detail in the Urban Open Space Plan.

Durham
Athletic
Park

AN

Public Open Spaces. Public open spaces and greenways help
build community, promote equality, and help preserve our
environment. It is absolutely necessary for a city to have spaces
for all citizens to gather. Figure 23 shows the expanded coverage
of the proposed public and existing open spaces in green hatching.
Public open space is planned in the center-east with the goal of
uniting public buildings and forming stronger civic connections
between the eastern and western parts of the City. The proposed
public open space on Ramseur Street at DPAC attempts to connect
the north and south. The greenways offer greater east–west
and north–south connectivity, and also provide smaller public
open spaces within the greenway corridor. The proposal for the
American Tobacco Trailhead is to transform the trail from a passthrough into a destination.
Semipublic Open Spaces. The proposed public open space
network will not be complete without semipublic spaces. Tracts
of land over four acres in size will be encouraged to develop
open spaces that both serve development and are inviting to
the public. These potential spaces are shown in purple on Figure
23. Semipublic spaces are important because they offer a wider
range of programing, tend to use more expensive materials and
require higher maintenance budgets, and integrate open space
with businesses and restaurants. Durham has great examples of
high-quality semipublic open space for development from which
to learn.

FOSTER

GREGSON

Durham needs a planned open space network if it is to realize
its potential as a great city. Its open space should be a vibrant
mixture of spaces.

Old North Durham Park

POTENTIAL REGIONAL RAIL STATIONS
OUTDOOR ATTRACTION WITH FEE

E
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Figure 23. An 800-Foot Range of Existing and Proposed Open Spaces.
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D. Implementation
1 . A d d i t i o n a l F u n d in g S o u rc es
Secure adequate funding for open space development
and continued maintenance.
Implementation of this Plan relies upon funding and the ability
to secure public and semipublic open space. The key to success for
any approach is coordination among the stakeholders.
Although substantial contributors, private developers cannot
be relied upon to provide all of the funds necessary for the City
to implement this Plan. A significant portion of funding will need
to come from City-leveraged sources or from existing funds to
be directed toward downtown open space development. Such
sources might include:
ZZ Public Art Funding. In 2011, the City adopted the “One
Percent for Public Art” program as part of its Capital
Improvements Program. Public art requires sufficient
open space to be effective, as sculptures and murals need
open space around them. Art pieces require pedestals,
lighting, paths, and sometimes landscaping. Many of the
conceptually designed open spaces in this Plan include
sculpture and art spaces in the site design. The concept
for the Durham Performing Arts Center Green envisions
a functional landscape that becomes a large “land art”
installation for the City. There are many crossovers
between art and space design, and Durham can use this
funding source for its open space development plan.
ZZ Grant Funding. Grants can come from state, federal,
foundation, or private sources. A grant can fund specific
aspects of an open space, such as benches on a greenway,
or even an entire plaza or park site. The City can look for
grant opportunities as they arise and channel funds into the
recommended Downtown open spaces. Transportation
grants, particularly for bicycle and pedestrian facilities,
could be obtained to develop the transportation aspects
of the open space system. The smART initiative is a grant
program operated by the North Carolina Arts Council to
enhance economic development through art and design,
and is another example of a potential grant-based funding
source. An additional opportunity is a grant through
the Clean Water Management Trust Fund for one or
more of the stormwater facilities or stream restoration
opportunities outlined in this Plan.

ZZ Business Improvement District Funds. The Business
Improvement District (BID) places a tax on businesses
within Downtown. These funds are not currently
designated for any physical improvements, but rather focus
on maintenance, programming, and public information.
As the BID is re-evaluated in the future, it could potentially
provide a source of funding for developing future open
space and enhancing pedestrian pathways to increase
connectivity throughout Downtown.
ZZ Capital Improvements Program. The City’s annual Capital
Improvements Program (CIP) offers a method of planning
large projects. Major improvements will require a large
amount of financial resources at one time and are best
programmed through the CIP. The City could allocate
funds through the CIP to build a major component of the
open space system.

2. City Pro p e r t y D eve l op m e nt
Incorporate open space requirements in requests for
proposals for development of City- and County-owned
property downtown.
A significant number of parcels selected for the recommended
Downtown open space network are already under City and
County ownership. Many are currently parking lots adjacent to
City-owned parking structures, and could be repurposed. Many
City departments have begun to coordinate solutions for the
challenges of increased parking demands resulting from current
and projected development. Staff recognizes the demand for a
coordinated approach that achieves a balance between parking
access and quality of open space. The recommendations in this
Plan reflect the conversations and conclusions that have taken
place across City and County departments to meet those varying
needs.
The City and County can also include provisions for open space
as part of the requests for proposals to develop publicly owned
property. This approach would be most appropriate for larger
parcels or land tracks, and in areas of insufficient urban density.

3 . D e p a r t m e nta l C oord i n at i o n an d Re s p o n s i b i l i t i e s
Developing an open space system for Downtown requires
coordination between City and County departments. All
departments will help to bring the vision of the Master Plan to
Downtown.
ZZ The City-County Planning Department will develop and
process the recommended text amendments to the
Unified Development Ordinance;
ZZ The Parks and Recreation Department will develop and
manage the recommended impact fee program changes;
ZZ The Parks and Recreation Department will provide
maintenance and program spaces;
ZZ The Transportation and Public Works Departments will
coordinate streetscaping and pedestrian crossings;
ZZ The Real Estate Office the County and of the Real Estate
office of the City’s General Services Department will
include open space in their request for proposals for
development of City property;
ZZ The Stormwater Services division of the Public Works
Department will manage a stormwater control device
incorporated into open spaces;
ZZ As proposed sites, such as the area near City Hall, are
developed when the Downtown Loop is reconfigured,
consultation with the Transportation and Public Works
departments will be necessary; and
ZZ The General Services Department will provide guidance
on tree plantings and the ideal level of increase in tree
canopy as well as undertake construction management
and property acquisition.
Other City departments and outside agencies will also be
consulted as part of Plan implementation. Many of the spaces
recommended in this Plan are on land currently owned or controlled
by either the North Carolina Department of Transportation,
the North Carolina Railroad, or Norfolk Southern. In order for
implementation to begin, memorandums of understanding,
easments, or release of ownership may need to occur.
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Chapter Four

Conclusion
Recommendations in this Plan strive to address the goal of
creating an interconnected network of high-quality open spaces
that promote sustainability, placemaking, and livability. It was
developed as a collaboration between local stakeholders and staff
who have worked to balance the needs of economic development,
urban building form, parking, transportation, and environmental
concerns with the desire for high-quality open space.
At the outset of the project, community stakeholders identified
a vision for open space in Downtown that included:
ZZ A variety of open spaces ranging from nature-focused to
civic-focused;
ZZ Diverse and dynamic opportunities for outdoor social,
civic, and recreational activities;
ZZ Linked corridors and streetscapes that connect urban
neighborhoods to Downtown; and
ZZ Landscape design that promotes safety, serves
environmental functions, and complements the urban
fabric.
The Plan responds to this vision in a number of ways, through
broad policy statements, site-specific recommendations, and
steps of implementation.
Nature and Civic. An array of open space concepts are
considered in the Plan, ranging from a large stream restoration
at the American Tobacco Trailhead to the North Mangum Street
open space. Many sites are envisioned to be multifaceted, such
as the Church Street/North Roxboro Street park space, which
incorporates both hardscapes and greenscapes.

Diverse and Dynamic. Open spaces in Downtown need to serve
many functions, from providing opportunities for civic gathering to
augmenting the architecture of surrounding buildings. The most
successful spaces are those designed to serve and adapt to meet
the needs of multiple functions. In this Plan, the re-envisioned
Civic Center Plaza both enhances the views of significant buildings
and provides a space that can function for large events or small
picnics.
Linked Corridors. Mobility within and connectivity to Downtown
form a recurring theme throughout the Plan’s recommendations.
In particular, the conceptual designs for the Downtown Greenway
and Gateway Overpass, and the Durham Performing Arts Center
Green and Skywalk, are intended to provide solutions for
connecting the American Tobacco and Diamond View campuses
across the railroad tracks into the Downtown core.

“The art of urban design follows
a naturalistic process. The
designer does not give form to
a preconcieved idea, they take
the elements and allow them to
come together, they find new
relationships between things,
and only then do they excercise
control by making selections. The
form evolves as the total process
is in progress. The search for for
is a search for valid processes.”
Lawrence Halprin
Cities

Landscape Design. The designs in this Plan, while conceptual,
have been carefully considered to incorporate native plantings,
public art, recycled materials, and other features, such as
playgrounds and basketball courts, benches and tables,
unobtrusive stormwater devices, and fountains.
In summary, all of these factors will serve as a guide for future
development in the Downtown Tier to facilitate the best possible
design for open spaces that thrive, and which connect, sustain,
and support a livable built environment.
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Appenndix

Survey
For the first public meeting of
the Downtown Open Space Plan,
participants were asked to view
a video to familiarize themselves
with Downtown and were then
asked to fill out a detailed survey.
This survey was also available
and promoted online.
The results of the survey were
summarized and presented in a
poster at the next meeting.
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Master Plan
Charrette
For the second public meeting of
the Downtown Open Space Plan,
participants were presented with
the results of the survey. They
were then asked to complete an
excercise, listing the qualities of
good downtown open spaces.
Participants were then asked
to complete a master plan of
potential parks and plaza sites,
and of a pedestrian connection
system.
Forty-five participants were
split into 6 teams who proposed
master plans and then presented
their concepts to the larger
group.
Staff members scanned and
overlaid the drawings in Adobe
Photoshop to identify similarities
and differences between the
participants’ plans and the
Downtown Open Space Plan. The
plans were also color-coded for
readability.
Staff analyized the plans and
presented the results of their
analyses via an online video and
at the next public meeting.

Example of a proposed master plan from the charrette
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Design
Charrette
For the third public meeting of
the Downtown Open Space Plan,
participants were presented with
the staff interpretation of the
master-plan charrette.
Thirty-three participants were
split into 4 teams to analyze
selected spaces identified in
the master plan. Teams were
asked to propose “nature
space” designs and “civic space”
designs. They then were asked
to present their concepts to the
larger group.
Staff analyized the site designs
and overlayed their knowledge
of development patterns and
potential issues with the sites.
Some sites had to be eleminated
because of development and site
constraints. Other spaces were
added because of participants
recognized better sites for
open space opportunities. Staff
presented the results of their
analysis via an online video and
at the next public meeting.

Site designs from Charrette groups
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Design
Charrette
Staff provided 8 site maps with
information and photographs.
Staff also provided scaled site
maps.

Site study posters provided to groups in the site design charrette
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Meeting
Invitations

Downtown
Open Space Plan
Open House
5 : 3 0 - 7 : 0 0 P M , M ay 16 , 2 013

The Temple Building - 302 West Main Street

The Durham City-County Planning Department invites the public to the fourth
Downtown Open Space Plan public meeting to review draft recommendations for
downtown open space. They include proposed new open spaces sites, improvements
to existing parks and plazas, and policy recommendations for large private
development’s open space requirements.
For more information contact Tom Dawson, RLA at 919.560.4137 xt 28224.
Thomas.Dawson@durham.nc.gov
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Presentation
Graphics

Posters describing qualities of downtown open space and walking distances
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